CHAINS

1400.0 Point on true line set temporary stake.  
Adjustment from temporary stake 1389.5 set  
South 10.8 ft. West 4.8 ft.  
Established direction of true line.

Beginning at CN 1/16 cor. of Sec. 24  
East on a random line through the center of the NE² of Sec. 24.

1266.8 Set temporary stake.

2490.3 The N 1/16 cor. to Sec. 24 & 19 bears S 88°58' E a distance of  
125.6 ft.  
Relative to the random line the true line bears S 89°56' E a distance of 2615.9 ft.

Adjustment to true line from temporary stake 1266.8 set East 29.0  
ft., South 1.5 ft. and established direction of true line.

1897.8 Intersect the true line S 0°11' W through the center of the  
NE² at 1314.6 ft.

At the center of the NE² Sec. 24.

Set 1½ inch iron pipe, 3 feet long, filled with charcoal, with  
an Oregon State Board of Forestry bronze cap stamped: NE 1/16  
S24 1949 199.

from which:

A fir snag 48" in diam., bears S 89° N, a distance of 59.8  
feet, scribed: NE 1/16 S 24 199 ET.

Placed a metal location poster on this snag and marked it: Sec  
24 T19N R24W NE 1/16 55.5 ft. N 89° W.

Placed a mound of stone around corner.

The above work done by Don Davis, transiteman, Bruce Thomas and  
Wayne Frank, chainmen, Douglas Rogers, flagman, under my direction.

[Signature]

Lyle E. Beyers  
Forest Engineer